2017 CATALOG

Extra Small | VISS
Small-Medium | VISJ
Medium-Large | VISN
Extra Large | VISX

Away

See sizing guide on page 04

Home

Home | Multi-coat gloss finish

BLACK

NAVY

SCARLET

ROYAL

LIGHT BLUE

ROYAL

LIGHT BLUE

PURPLE

PURPLE

ORANGE

GREEN

MAROON

Away | Multi-coat gloss finish

BLACK

SCARLET

Solid matte finish | As shown in photo on right

BLACK

NAVY

SCARLET

ROYAL

WHITE

Keeps you cool in the heat

The moisture management wrapped pads featured on all RIP-IT helmets wick away sweat to keep
players dry, cool, and comfortable on the field.

Eliminates glare for better vision

The Vision Pro softball helmet features glare-eliminating "Blackout Technology" coated bars - which
remove the glare that reflects off the batter’s guard.

Lightweight, keeps you quick

Stay quick in the batter’s box and easily round the bases with RIP-IT’s line of fastpitch softball
helmets. Featuring a lightweight shell, these helmets were built to optimize a player’s speed and
reaction time.

Comfortable for any size

No player should have to bat and run with a helmet that wobbles - which is why we’ve designed our
helmets with two unique layers of padding for a comfortably snug fit.

Better visibility than any other helmet

The batter’s guard featured on RIP-IT softball helmets offer an exceptionally wide field of view and
unobstructed peripheral vision, allowing batters better visibility than any other softball helmet.
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EXCLUSIVE TO RIP-IT HELMETS

$5,000 Peace of Mind Policy
A policy that protects on and off the field
At RIP-IT, we stand behind the performance of our equipment - which is why we created
a policy that will protect players both on and off the field.
The $5,000 Peace of Mind Policy applies to the RIP-IT Vision Pro and Vision Youth
softball helmets - so you can play with confidence knowing that the leading name in
softball protective gear has your back no matter what gets thrown your way.

R IP -IT: Softbal l D esi gned
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softball is sisterhood
BLACK

Youth | VISY-Y
Youth Large | VISY-L

Solid color with white faceguard

- 21 Air vents & Ultra-light weight
- Dual-density foam padding
- $5,000 Peace of Mind Policy

SIZING GUIDE FOR ALL RIP-IT HELMETS
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The Size				Hat Size		

Inches		 Centimeters

Vision Youth 				

<6

18 3/4" - 20 1/4"		

Vision Youth | Large			

6 - 6 7/8			19 5/8" - 21 5/8"		

Vision Pro | Extra Small 		

<6

Vision Pro | Small-Medium		

6 - 6 7/8			19 5/8" - 21 5/8"		

50 - 55

Vision Pro | Medium-Large		

6 1/2 - 7 3/8		 20 1/2" - 23 1/4"		

52 - 59

Vision Pro | Extra Large			

7 1/4 +			22 3/4"+			58+

18 3/4" - 20 1/4"		

47 - 51
50 - 55

47 - 51

R IP -IT: Softbal l D esi gned
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Youth | DGBO-Y
Adult | DGBO-A
See sizing guide on page 08

BLACK

NAVY

SCARLET

ROYAL

WHITE

Better visibility than any other Fielder’s Mask

Every RIP-IT fielder’s mask offers an exceptionally wide field of view, allowing players to have
unobstructed visibility on the field - no matter what.

A Comfortable Fit For Any Player

The side and forehead padding offers optimal fit and support - while the ponytail-friendly head
strap provides the comfort and adjustability to allow each player a pleasant fit for any hairstyle.

Eliminates Glare so you can see the ball

The Defense Pro fielder's mask features glare-eliminating "Blackout Technology" coated bars - which
remove the glare that reflects off the mask.

Lightweight Design for Optimal Performance

The steel bars featured on all RIP-IT fielder's masks create a formable, protective frame that is both
lightweight and durable. This design allows players to stay quick on their feet without anything
holding them back.

Moisture Wicking to Keep Players Dry

The padding on the Defense Pro includes moisture management wrapped padding that wicks away
sweat to reduce moisture and irritation - keeping players dry and comfortable.
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EXCLUSIVE TO THE DEFENSE PRO

$5,000 Peace of Mind Policy
A policy that protects on and off the field
At RIP-IT, we stand behind the performance of our equipment - which is why we created
a policy that will protect players both on and off the field.
The $5,000 Peace of Mind Policy applies to the RIP-IT Defense Pro softball fielder's mask
- so you can play with confidence knowing that the leading name in softball protective
gear has your back no matter what gets thrown your way.

R IP -IT: Softbal l D esi gned
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commit to softball
BLACK

Youth | RIPDG-Y
Adult | RIPDG-A

NAVY

SCARLET

ROYAL

WHITE

- Ultra-light weight
- Ponytail-friendly head strap

SIZING GUIDE FOR ALL RIP-IT FIELDER'S MASKS
Youth

Typical for ages 12 & under

Adult

Typical for ages 13 & over

How to wear your RIP-IT Fielder's Mask
1. Adjust all the straps so the mask fits snug.
2. Position the mask directly in front of, or slightly above, the tip of the nose.
3. Adjust the chin cup up or down with the velcro, for a more customized fit.
4. Read all directions and warnings on packaging before use.
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Chin Cups | DGCHIN

PINK

PURPLE

Padding | DGPAD

YELLOW

GREEN

BLACK

Ponytail Straps | DGSTRAP

NAVY

SCARLET

ROYAL

R IP -IT: Softbal l D esi gned
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Softball Backpack
Model: PIUBP

- Side pockets will hold two softball bats
- Large storage compartment holds all your gear
- Ultra-durable materials withstand heavy use
- Convenient "J" hooks allow you to hang your pack
- Ventilated compartment lets your gear air-out
- Removable panels allow for easy embroidery

BLACK

Comfortably holds all these items and more:
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NAVY

SCARLET

ROYAL

Softball Catcher's Bag
Model: PIUCB

- Side panel will carry up to two bats
- Ultra-durable materials withstand heavy use
- Holds all your equipment, including catcher’s gear
- Heavy-duty wheels allow you to pull with ease
- Ventilated compartment lets your gear air-out
- Removable panels allow for easy embroidery

BLACK

NAVY

SCARLET

ROYAL

R IP -IT: Softbal l D esi gned
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DECIDE

to make yourself the best you can be

Ask great questions

CHALLENGE THE STATUS QUO
if it stands in your way

Take your time figuring out what you want to commit to

compassion

sunscreen

and wear

with candor and

Drink lots of

SPEAK

water

Don’t waste your time once you commit to it Your self worth is

determined solely

by YOU. Choose to

set the value

really, really high

Your most scarce resource is your time, choose to be charitable with at least 10% of it
Only

There is no such

thing as a

free
lunch

Stress has never solved a problem. Knowledge and action has
THE MOST IMPORTANT CONCEPT YOU
WILL LEARN IN STATISTICS IS THAT

CORRELATION

SIMPLICITY
is more natural than

does not equal COMPLEXITY

CAUSATION

repetition

than withdrawals

Write daily in a journal of at least
five things that made you smile

and

deposits

happen, watch things happen, and wonder what happened.
Surround yourself with people who make things happen.

from
knowledge

always make more

fresh air

There are three types of people in the world. People who make things

comes

MONEY

form of

Confidence

FRIENDS

DAMAGING
SELF-DECEPTION

is the most

Feed it well and
give it plenty of

Write down

FAMILY

JUSTIFYING

INACTION

Your body is the
only one you have.

your goals because

When dealing with

and can
explain
to others

it feels great to check

in things you

them off after you
accomplish them

INVESTUNDERSTAND

The more things you
have, the more boxes

it takes to

move
What you do and how you do it are less
IMPORTANT than why you do it

Website
Orders
Fax
Email
Blog
Facebook
Twitter
Instagram

ripit.com
888-957-4748
866-390-5896
answers@ripit.com
ripit.com/blog
facebook.com/ripitsports
twitter.com/ripitsports
instagram.com/ripitsports

